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Recently, we posted on Facebook that we were out walking our dogs and experienced small dogs 

running up to our much larger dogs. My dogs were both on-leash and controlled. After posting 

my experience, I received a lot of responses - some of which were quite negative due to the fact 

that one of my dogs looks like a pit bull.  

 

Here’s the thing: It doesn’t matter if my dogs are pit bulls or chihuahuas or golden retrievers. In 

fact, I could have been walking alone, or riding a horse, or walking my cat. The fact is, dogs 

should never run up on another person or animal without being invited to do so. It’s a common 

courtesy that could save your dog’s life. 

Here are just a few reasons why... 

 It’s the law 

Leash law is in place because people don’t control their dogs. We can’t have our dogs out 

running amok in neighborhoods. It’s not good for our dogs, for wildlife, for neighbors, or for 

safety reasons. Even if you’re in a state or federal park, you still need to keep your dog on a 

leash. You know why? Because it’s the law. 

If something had happened during yesterday's experience, and the small dogs that approached 

had been bitten or even threatened by one of my dogs, I can almost promise you that my leashed 

dogs would have received the blame. It wouldn’t matter if the smaller dog attacked or threatened 

them first, or if my pets felt they were protecting me, or for any other reason. That is just one 

reason why I don't want dogs (or anyone else) approaching my pets without my permission.  

 

People can hurt your dog if they consider it a threat. A “perceived threat” may range from an 

approach to an attack, but in the end, your dog is dead and "intent" doesn’t matter. If your pet is 

on a leash or under control, humans no longer have that excuse of feeling threatened.  Don’t give 

a stranger the power over your pet's life. 

 

If you’re not sure about the leash laws in your state, go to this link: 

https://www.edgarsnyder.com/dog-bite/leash-laws/ 

Leash Aggression 

Leash aggression occurs when leashed pets meet unleashed (or other leashed) pets. Think about 

it. Your dogs are forced to approach head-on, which forces eye contact with one another, and 

that can be determined as a threat in “doggy language”. They begin to sense tension from their 

owners who are holding the leash, and who often begin saying things like “No!” or “Be nice” 

before the dogs even meet. This merely confirms to the dog that there is a potentially threatening 

situation underway and they may begin to act aggressive before even officially meeting another 

animal. 
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